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“The Power of Protocols embeds powerful, inquiry-oriented professional learning tools within a
high-performance workplace to enable schools to successfully teach all students to high
standards. Its content cultivates intellectual rigor for teachers and students alike based on
purposeful, carefully planned, and respectful conversations among educators.”
—Dennis Sparks, Executive Director, National Staff Development Council
“This book offers creative yet practical paths to professional growth that can improve the practice
of teachers and the collaborative growth of a whole faculty.”
—Robert Evans, author of The Human Side of School Change
“I was persuaded by colleagues to give the protocols at least a chance. And what a revelation
they proved to be!”
—Harris Sarney, High School Principal
“Using provocative texts and a variety of protocols is one way to hold ourselves accountable to
each other and accountable for the success of our students.”
—Camilla Greene, Professional Developer
“Using a simple protocol, students speak in turn, first describing the work and then offering
interpretive observations. The benefits of using the protocol are immediately evident.”
—Eric Baylin, Teacher

This important professional development tool describes nearly 30 protocols or “scripts” for
conducting meetings, conversations, and other learning experiences among educators-in one,
easy-to-use resource. For anyone working with collaborative groups of teachers on everything
from school improvement to curriculum development, this book features:
•
•
•

Protocols for working together on problems of practice, for studying together, for
organizing many different kinds of meetings, and for looking together at student work.
A thorough text that describes each protocol, provides a rationale for using them,
explains the particular purpose for which each protocol was designed, discusses the
value that educators have found in using them, and offers helpful tips for facilitators.
Valuable appendices that list relevant resources, such as websites, contact addresses,
and training opportunities, and a table that lists all of the protocols with suggestions for
cross-use.

Click here to download free protocols!
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